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Site Mapping and Neighbourhood
Analysis
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The site that Craig Leith retail park is situated has a long and complex history. Situated on the outskirts of the early beginnings of
Edinburgh it began its human history as a sandstone quarry, however beneath the ground its creation extended millions of years
before human contact. From the outset of this project the linear
history of the site was key to understanding its context within the
city. The sandstone that was excavated from the quarry was used in
the construction of many of Edinburgh’s iconic buildings including
The University of Edinburgh’s Old School exterior columns. The columns were excavated as single pieces of stone. Something I found
remarkable.
Sandstone is now a staple of Edinburgh’s architectural identity and
much of that is thanks to quarries such as the one at Craig Leith.
One of our groups initial mappings was an exploration into the
connection between these buildings and the stones origins at Craig
Leith (fig.1). It illustrates the distance the rock travelled before it was
erected into part of Edinburgh’s sandstone jungle and illustrates a
small portion of the vast number of projects it supplied. We found
it interesting to analyse the rock types across Edinburgh in an
attempt to understand the reasoning behind the quarries location
and so this was our second series of mappings (fig.2). The geological typography of Edinburgh. The maps illustrate the clusters of
sandstone that co-inside with the sandstone quarries such at Craig
Leith and Ravelstone.
The site visit to Ravelstone quarry and the Craig Leith retail park
itself left me with mixed emotions. On the face of it I was dismayed
at the transition the site had endured, however upon reflection the
transformation of the site seemed to reflect the changing needs of
our advancing civilisation. Imagining standing high above the deep
crater in the earth as people walked and shopped oblivious to the
depths of history beneath their feet really emphasised the amazing
transition the site had endured.

Figure 1
Rock Type

Sandstone

Initial deep section interpretation
sketch from on site.

Geological Map Data BGS © UKRI 2020. © Crown Copyright and Database Right 2020. Ordnance Survey (100025252).
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Once we had mapped the history and geology of the site and we
had visited Ravelstone quarry quickly followed by the current Craig
Leith retail park the stark contrast between the sites fascinating
history and its current use was immediately obvious. Our group
found it interesting however to attempt to relate the sequenced
iterations of the sites history instead of its clear differences.

From quarry to landfill to retail park. We considered what related
the different iterations. When exploring the current retail park and
the neighbouring Ravelstone quarry we noticed the sequenced
formation of objects. The linear patterns of the exposed sandstone
and the rows of boxes within the shops seemed to relate to one another. This formed the basis of the next sequence of mappings that
aimed explore and illustrate this abstract connection.

The first was a photo sequence alignment that mapped the line of
our imagined site section that once combined represented the rock
of the quarry bellow (fig.3). The second was a site map that illustrated the location of the repeating modular formations we established within the site boundary (fig.4)

Deep Quarry Section
1:200
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For the walk across the site section exercise we aimed to
illustrate all of the previous iterations of the sites history
within one illustration. We speculated on the debris left behind by previous generations during its period as a landfill
and further than that the lives of the quarry workers below
from the sites time as a functioning sandstone quarry.
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Having chosen a section line that went through
the TK-Max store we decided to choose our initial
components from this building. We each chose an
element of the buildings architecture to analyse in
detail in order to establish its reuse capabilities. Following on from our mapping explorations the components we decided on were modular, repetitive,
elements. The expansive site comprised of a vast
number of modular components such as bricks, tiles
and steel beams and columns.
Our discussion also extended to components that
we thought would be important foundations for future architectural design. Structural elements as well
other components we felt would give us the best
starting point once we began architectural considerations. Reflecting on this we assigned each component an ‘architectural value’ a number from 1-10
that specified the components architectural reuse
potential.
The first of our components was a cellular beam
that held the walk way roofing surrounding the
frontage of each of the retail lots (Component A-01)
(Compiled by Aaron). We established that its material build up consisted of the steel element and a
white powder coating. Whilst physically very heavy
(200kg), its reuse potential was high as it was in
good condition and would only require some sandblasting to remove the white powder coating. We
estimated there to be around 25-30 of these beam
across the site.
The second initial component, was the adjoining
column that supported the cellular beam (component A-02) (Compiled by Aaron). Similar to the cellular beam in quantity and build up however, slightly
lighter (150kg) and featured a bolt that secured the
connection between the beam and the column. This
single connection made its disassembly quite easy.
The third component was a sandstone structural
column that supported the entrance archway to
TK-Max (components B-01/5) (Compiled by Tobi).
Built up of ten individual rings mortar and a central
hole for the internal, structural steel column, this
component rated 6 on our architectural value scale
as a result of its good condition and moderate reuse
potential.
The fourth component was the steel arch bracket
that sat above the sandstone columns (Component
C-01) (Compiled by Tobi). Its build up was the same
as the first and second components however its
ease of dismantlement was significantly harder as a
result of it situational height and size. There are only
four of these components on the site.
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The fifth component was the structural
steel pole that connected components
3 and 4 (component D-01) (Compiled by
Tobi) similar to the afore mentioned steel
components it would require sandblasting to remove the white zinc coating before reuse. This component slid inside the
sandstone rings of the third component.
Components six and seven were modular
paving slabs and exterior cladding bricks
(components E-01 and F-01). Estimated to
be 5,000 and 66,000 components respectively on the site. The final initial component was the window frame for TK-Max although slightly varied from the other shop
front windows they resembled a similar
build up and would require a similar disassembly process. Thought to be as many as
20 slight variations across the site.
The component exercise gave me a deeper
understanding of the considerations that
are required to make component reuse a
viable option when creating architecture.
In theory, the reuse of existing components
seems desirable however as we found
out the required refurbishment and labour required to reuse some components
outweighs the associated benefits. This
cataloguing process would also come to
benefit my research for my chosen component that defined my architectural project.
Tyres.
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2020

2030

Today, the site is flooded with vehicles and car
parking. By 2030 the site will reduce car access
by 80% with a new much smaller, more modest
car park in the North-East corner of the site in
place of two existing retail bays. The first stage of
my de-growth plan involves the creation of this
new car park for construction access. This will
allow vehicle access from the North-East corner
of the site (currently the delivery entrance) for
construction crews to begin the tyre repurposing centre conversion at the North of the site. At
the same time deconstruction of the Sainsbury’s
superstore can begin in tangent with this work
as this work will take place at opposite ends of
the site. Once both of these buildings have been
removed the asphalt can begin to be lifted.

Over 50% of the current site is occupied by asphalt cap parking and the large steel framed
Sainsbury’s superstore takes up another 20%,
furthermore it obstructs the remaining evidence
of the sites historic past. My de-growth strategy
for the site revolves around the deconstruction
and removal of the sainsburys in order to open
up access to the quarry wall and reveal the sites
historic past. Currently access to the historic remains requires walking round the exterior of the
superstore to find the slither of sandstone layered
quarry wall. Starting from where the front of the
sainsbury’s currently sits the land will be excavated gradually to a depth of two metres deep at the
quarry wall in order to further expose and draw
attention to the quarries existence. The excavated
material will be used to create landscaping features in the centre of the site in place of the mass
of car parking. The increased green space will
have a multifunctional purpose with the potential
for sports facilities and children’s play.

By 2030 the conversion of marks and Spenser’s,
Nike and Homebase into the new tyre repurposing centre will be complete. The majority of the
asphalt car parking will have been replaced with
multifunctional open green space and the Sainsbury’s superstore will have been removed in order to reveal the quarry behind and make space
for an education centre for the quarry. Car access
will have been limited to the only the North-East
corner of the site and new cycle paths will carve
their way through the site instead. The cycle
paths will be marked by steel archways made up
of the steel archways from the demolished retail
lots. The green space will function as an exhibition space for transitioning materials. Whilst they
await repurposing they can be assembled into
pavilions and installations providing an unusual
perspective on seemingly regular components.
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Material Library
The function of my material library is to reuse and repurpose tyres that
have reached the end of their life span. In the UK 30 million tyres are
taken off vehicles every year. Following government legislation tyres can
no longer be sent to landfill sites and as a result 98% of tyres in the Uk
are sustainably disposed of. However a small portion of old tyres are still
being irresponsibly disposed of. This building aims to fill that gap in Edinburgh. There are 192,200 licensed vehicles in Edinburgh, on average
tyres have a general lifespan of around ten years. Every year Edinburgh
contributes 1,825,900 tyres at the end of their lifespan. However 98%
of that is already being reposibly desposed of or recycled. This leaves
18,259 tyres that are not currently being disposed of responsibly. This
works out at 50 tyres every day. These tyres will serve as structural elements for the production of bespoke children’s play areas, jungle gyms
and exercise stations.
The Library will require several key spaces:

Site Layout Summary

In my proposal, I have demolished the Sainbury’s from the southern half
of the site. On the Nothern half of the current retail park I have retained
the buildings along the section between the Tk Maxx and the Marks
&Spencer’s. These buildings (highlighted in the plan) will house my Material Library which includes Tyre shredding, playground matting moulding, community design spaces, workshops and external playground
showroom. The bulk of the site will act as a Storage and Leisure park,
that will showcase the repurposed products from my library and act as
a community hub for various recreational and educational activities. The
details of the workings of this proposal will be outlined. further in this
brief.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collection and sorting space for incoming Tyres
Shredding warehouse
Moulding enclosed facility (toxic)
Workshops
Assembly station
Community design/ invlovement areas
Office Space
Internal storage
Viewing and learning platfoms
External play and storage space

Specific Spatial function/requirements of Material Library:
Collection and sorting spaces:

My library will require space for material collection and immediate sorting. One area for storage of tyres prior to sorting.

Shredding Area:
Tyres contain more than just rubber, often metals and other foreign
substances are hidden within the tyre. The Shredding process that
follows a number of high power shredders passes shredded material
under a magnet to remove any metals. These metals can be collected
and sold or recycled. The rubber is passed through a series of shredders to ensure a small and even mulch of rubber. This space will need
to be large in order to have space to manuiver the tyres and ensure safe
distances from the dangerous equipment.

Moulding:
The moulding space requires special consideration as a result of the potentially toxic fumes that are released during the
melt down of the rubber. Whilst the moulding process never
fully liquifies the rubber substatial fumes can be given off.
This space requires additional ventilation and should be enclosed from adjoining spaces.
Workshop & assembly:

The Assembly workshops should be accesible for the public so that volenteers can be invloved in the design and assembly process. However
it should also be out of the way so that when workshops are not taking
place workers can work safely out of the way of children. This pace will
need to be large and multifunctional to allow for an array of diffent designs to be implimented.

Design Brief
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Internal Storage:

The material library will require internal storage for large components
that have been (hydro-blasted) and not yet re painted-galvanised. This
space will also store components collected from both the public and the
demolished site, ready for repurposing. Similar to the initial collection
point and metal workshop, this space will need to be able to cater for
the comfortable transport and maneuverability of the largest objects
(rugby posts & floodlights both 15-16m in length.) Size?

Community Workshop spaces:

A series of multifunctional spaces will be needed to allow community
involvement in the design and assembly of the bespoke playground
features. These spaces should be brightly lit and have easy access to
the outdoors. This space will need to be seperate from the loud workshop spaces and seperate from dangerous and hazerdous areas.

Out Door Storage and Display Park

Lastly, the Library will feature a showroom/indoor play/excercise area
where the play structures produced in the workshop can be tried out
by children. Local schools and community centres can choose their
desired playground as a result of childrens experience or provide
feedback as to what they would like made next. Once The playground
features are chosen new features can be brought out and stored outside. This space provides an evolving place space that will change
day by day providing more encouragement for community involvement
retainment.
Access
The Access route to the buildings at the North of the site that will become the Material Library will be maintained. This will allow for the
direct entry of HGV’s and MGV’s transporting the large quantities of the
components to the library for repurposing and storage. Directly south
of the Current Marks & Spencer’s will be a small carpark, for smaller
deliveries to the library and visitors to the site. This carpark will prioritise deliveries to the library and remain small, in order to encourage
alternative travel to the site as part of our degrowth strategy. Directly
below this carpark will be the main Eastern entrance to the site, providing direct entry from Groathill Avenue. This entrance will feature a cycle
path lined by the steel arches from the demolished retail buildings. This
cycle path will act as a barrier for vehicular entry into the Leisure Park
in the Southern half of the site. Adjacent to this main Eastern entrance,
a tram station (pavilion space) will be placed between the Carpark at
the South western point of our Library, and the main public access
point (and cycle entrance) at the very west of our site, giving visitors a
viable alternative to driving to the site. The current southern vehicular
entrance to the park will be pedestrainised, providing a car and bicycle-free direct entry into the leisure park.
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Topos: Context

Typos: Programme

Tectonics

Technical Issues:

Aims/Solutions

Technical Issues:

Aims/Solutions

The Quarry:
The quarry that previously occupied the site has all but been
forgotten with the exception of a
small innaccessible strip on the
South East side of the site where
the wall of the old qaurry is still
visible.

Removing the exsisting Sainsburys
in order to open up the site and
reveal the quarry wall. Excavating
the ground surrounding the remaining visable parts of the quarry
in order to draw more attention to
the sites complex history.

The Site:
The site itself is spacious, largely
flat and predominantly exposed.
In strong weather conditions such
as gale winds or rain, the visitors
have few shelter points or structures to act as weather barriers.

Car Park:
Lack of green spaces and community spaces. Currently over 50%
of the site is occupied by asphalt
parking.

Lifting the asphlat and covering
large swathes of the site in greenry and public park spaces.

The site would be compartmentalised into define regions as
opposed to one open span of
asphalt. Each zone has some form
of architectural structure, as well
as carefully placed trees to act as
weather mediators, reducing wind
exposure.
It is imperitive that heat and ventilation systems are installed to
prevent or at least reduce toxic
exposure. Also, the building’s
architectural materials must be
fire resistant and able to withstand
high temperatures without deformation or melting.

Site Circulation:
Because of the extent of the car
parking on the site the current
circulation throught the site is
quite good. However as part of our
2030 vision we want to reduce the
number of cars on the site.

Introduction of cycle paths and
limiting car access on the site
whilst maintaining good site circulation

Workshop:
When working with found components, one may be unknowingly
exposed to toxic chemicals or
potentially dangerous microparticles. Furthermore, especially in
the rubber mould department,
toxic fumes can be released, likely
causing great levels of discomfort
and harm.
Storage:
Tyre Storage.

The storage facility does not need
to be conditioned as tyres are
already weather proofed.

Technical Issues:

Aims/Solutions

Flexibility:
Due to the variety of incoming tyre
sizes and quantities being processed, the workshop space must
be able to accomodate adequately
sized working spaces.

Having the strucural elements
within the skin of the workshop
architecture will allow for large
uninterrupted spaces, thus easing
the flow and movement of larger
components

Architectural Materials:
When dealing with high energy
tools, there is a risk of damage
to architectural elements whether by human error or incindental
heat conduction, possibly causing
structural deformation or leading
to the threat of a fire.

Architectural materials should be
implemented on account of being non-combustable and able to
maintain structural intergrity when
exposed to high temperatures thus
materials such as wood or aluminium would not be advised.

Programme
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The Craig Leith Tyre Repurposing Centre transforms
used tyres at the end of their life into bespoke children’s
playgrounds. The disposal of used tyres has become
more responsible in modern times however there is still
a small percentage of tyres that are burned or sent to
landfill. The redevelopment of Craig Leith retail park aims
to fill this gap and to increase community involvement in
the surrounding area. Tyres arrive at the facility and are
either shredded and processed into matting for playground flooring or assembled to make bespoke playground features. Once assembled the playgrounds are
displayed in the storage park outside the facility. Children
are encouraged to come and play in the park and also to
get involved with their family and friends in the design
and assembly of park features.

B

AA

Whilst the tyre repurposing centre encourages community involvement the dangerous nature of the shredding
and moulding of rubber matting requires a careful consideration of the separation of public and private space
within the building. Likewise, the safety of workers
throughout the different workshop spaces must be properly considered as toxic fumes and dangerous equipment
could lead to serious injury.
Rubber Matting Moulding zone. This area is
enclosed to ensure safe ventilation of potentially
toxic fumes and minimise noise.
Assembly workshop. Tyres are assembled within
this space before being manoeuvred
outside to be displayed and made available for use
in the storage park.
Tyre Office. Office for the overseeing of the tyre
processing
Childrens workshops/ multifunctional space.
Space for children and visitors to get involved in
the playgrounds design. Flexibale wall design
allows for an array of activities within this space.
Viewing Platform. Visitors can oversee each part of
the facilities functions. Whether it be a glance into
the mould making proccess or parents overseeing
their children below.
Tyre Shredding workshop. The tyres are passed
through a number of shredders and under a
strong magnet inorder to break down the rubber
and remove any foreign materials. Any metals can
be recycled or sold
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Playground ideas

Site Plan
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Rubber Matting Moulding zone. This area is
enclosed to ensure safe ventilation of potentially
toxic fumes and minimise noise.
Assembly workshop. Tyres are assembled within
this space before being manoeuvred
outside to be displayed and made available for use
in the storage park.
Tyre Office. Office for the overseeing of the tyre
processing
Childrens workshops/ multifunctional space.
Space for children and visitors to get involved in
the playgrounds design. Flexibale wall design
allows for an array of activities within this space.

The South facing facade has permeable moving doors. This allows
for ease of transportation from workshop spaces to the external
storage and play area. This space is unconditioned, similarly the
tyre shredding warehouse is not conditioned. However, it is waterproofed as a result of the electrical equipment that’s needed.
The Playground matt moulding workshop required more in depth
consideration.

VD

Ventilation diagram
VD

Tecnical detail of new permiable gate walls

BB

VD

The fumes given off by the heating of the shredded rubber required additional ventilation. Ventilation ducts attached directly to
the steel structure above direct toxic fumes out of the building to
the North away from the external spaces. High positioned north
facing windows also help to naturally ventilate the space and keep
it cool. This space is enclosed to the other parts of the building
that are generally open plan with minimal doors. Sliding doors
at either end of the moulding workshop allow for easy transition
between matt removal and shredded rubber filling.

Viewing Platform. Visitors can oversee each part of
the facilities functions. Whether it be a glance into
the mould making proccess or parents overseeing
their children below.
Tyre Shredding workshop. The tyres are passed
through a number of shredders and under a
strong magnet inorder to break down the rubber
and remove any foreign materials. Any metals can
be recycled or sold
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As a result of the explorations and research carried out during exercises 1-3 I felt in counterproductive to demolish existing steel framed buildings to make way for another likely steel
framed building. In the spirt of reuse and repurposing I decided to use the structure and elements of the exterior cladding
to give me the foundations and a series of constraints to work
within. The Steel frame structure is more than adequate to
support the needs of the tyre repurposing facility. Tyres did
not need special consideration in terms of conditioning and
this allowed me to make a number of the spaces semi outdoor/open air. The steel frame structure allowed for freedom
within the constraints of the steel beams. The large spans
allowed for large machinery to fit spaciously within the walls
of the existing envelope.
The existing elements I have left the same are the steel structure frame, the partition walls between what was Marks and
Spencer’s and Nike and between Nike and Homebase and
the south facing rear walls. The South facing fascade had
been replaced by permeable gate walls that can open larger
sections of the buildings frontage. I have added a first floor
that curves its way round each of the different stages of the
repurposing process. It allows for viewing of processes to
visitors and supervising workers. The East side of the building
has been added to create a storage and drop off space for the
tyres arrivals.

